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IT’S PAST TIME FOR THE U.S. WAR IN AFGHANISTAN TO END 
Staying to nation build was a costly strategic mistake—“endless war” is eroding U.S. power and preventing the shift in focus 
necessary to win great power competition 
 
Following 9/11, the United States was right to respond with military force in Afghanistan 

§ In response to the attacks on 9/11, the United States was right to target and destroy al-Qaeda and the Taliban government which 
harbored those radical terrorists 

§ After a decisive victory over al-Qaeda and the Taliban, policymakers should have ended the U.S. military mission 

§ Instead, Washington pursued a social engineering, nation building effort in Afghanistan that was unnecessary for America’s 
security and doomed to strategic failure 

§ After nearly two decades of trying and failing to build a viable central government in Afghanistan, it’s past time to withdraw U.S. 
forces and focus on higher defense priorities, like deterring great power conflict 

 
American security and prosperity interests in Afghanistan are limited 

§ The primary U.S. interest is identifying and eliminating security threats, primarily from anti-American terrorists 

§ Afghanistan's internal political order is a separate matter unrelated to U.S. security; a pro-U.S. government there would be a nice 
thing to have but not something worth fighting an “endless war” to preserve 

§ Spending $20–$45 billion annually on Afghanistan undermines U.S. prosperity and security—it adds to our $22 trillion debt and 
prevents the necessary shift in focus to higher priority missions, like deterring great power conflict 

§ Continuing the war in Afghanistan is a costly, strategic misallocation of resources 

 
Countering terrorist threats does not require permanent U.S. ground forces 

§ America’s global intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance capabilities are more sophisticated today than ever before; terrorist 
communications and training facilities are more easily detected and monitored 

§ The U.S. military can identify, target, and eliminate direct threats anywhere in Afghanistan (and globally) 

§ Prior to 9/11, Washington lacked the political will to approve missions to kill terrorists—that is no longer the case today 

§ Terrorist recruitment, training, and direction in cyberspace is a different challenge and is unrelated to military ground operations 

 
Withdrawal would better serve U.S. interests 

§ Geopolitical rivals have conserved power and strengthened since 2001, while the U.S. has spent trillions nation building 

§ Withdrawal would encourage regional powers, like India, Pakistan, Iran, or even Russian and China—with their own divergent 
interests—to expend resources to manage Afghanistan’s problems rather than U.S. taxpayers and soldiers1 

 
Recommendations for U.S. policymakers 

§ Acknowledge that America long ago achieved all it can in Afghanistan—continued military intervention there drains U.S. power and 
resources better spent by investing in modern military power 

§ Support President Trump’s decision to draw down U.S. military forces from that country and plan for complete, rapid military 
withdrawal 

§ Maintain diplomatic relations and other forms of productive engagement, guided by U.S. security and prosperity interests 

                                                                            
1 Barry R. Posen, “It's Time to Make Afghanistan Someone Else's Problem,” The Atlantic, August 18, 2017, 
https://www.theatlantic.com/international/archive/2017/08/solution-afghanistan-withdrawal-iran-russia-pakistan-trump/537252/. 


